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-----Original Message----From: Sunder, Shyam [mailto:shyam.sunder@yale.edu]
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2003 2:03 PM
To: Director - FASB; Kimberley Crook
Subject: Comments on Proposal on Accounting for Stock Based Compensation

> Dear Sir/Madam:
>

> After these years of controversy about accounting standards for
> stock-based compensation, I would suggest an alternative market-based
> approach to the problem.
Under this approach, the firms will be free to
> impute whatever value they consider appropriate to stock options granted
> to the employees. They will expense this imputed amount in their financial
> reports with one key requirement: the shareholders of the firm will be
> entitled to buy similar stock options at the same imputed price from the
> firm.
>
> The advantage of this market-based proposal is that it will help balance
> the incentives of managers and shareholders of firms by use of a market
> mechanism. which would be difficult to manipulate.
If the managers
> understate the imputed value of the stock options, the shareholders will
> buy enough options till their value is diluted down to the imputed value.
> This method will not permit the managers to expropriate the shareholder
> wealth for their personal benefit, and it does not require detailed
> accounting measurement rules or interference of the auditors to be put
> into force.
>
> Further details of the proposal are outlined in my Accounting Horizons
> article published in 1994 (enclosed). While the published note refers to a
> specified number of stock options to be available for sale to the
> shareholders or the public, no such limit on the sale of options is
> necessary. The published paper is also available from
> http://www.som.yale.edu/Faculty/sunder/EmployeeStockOptions/CommentaryAccg
> Horizons94.PDF.

>
> Sincerely,

> Shyam Sunder
> James L. Frank Professor of Accounting, Economics and Finance
> Yale School of Management
> PO Box 208200
> New Haven CT 06520-8200, USA
> Address express deliveries to:
> 135 Prospect Street, New Haven CT 06520-8200 USA
> Phone: 203 432 6160, Fax: 203 432 6974
> Assistant (Judy Carmel): 203 432 5960
> Email: Shyam.Sunder@Yale.edu
> http://www.som.yale.edu/faculty/sunder
>
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